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REVIEW 
This is one of my favorite books because there is never a 
dull moment. Not to mention the complexity of the 
genre, in which we find romance, thriller, and we learn 
that is it okay to step out of our comfort zones once in a 
while.

STUDENT: Mackenzie M.
Grade 11, Diamond Ranch HS

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT BOOK REVIEW
OVERVIEW
Vee, an introverted high school senior, has lived her whole life in the shadow of 
her outgoing bestfriend Sydney. She comes out of her box and enters an online 
game called nerve, where people are given rewards for completing dares. The 
dares get harder and harder for shy little Vee to complete but after partnered with 
Ian, who is both gorgeous and daring they work together to climb their way up 
the leaderboard.

Will they risk their lives and futures to make it to the grand prize round? Or will 
she take the safe route and go back to her old ways.

CALL NUMBER: FIC RYA
SUBJECT: SCIENCE FICTION



REVIEW 
Why I love this book:  This book shows another side of the 
teenage experience. A smart teenage girl, Caitlin,  falls for a 
bad boy who physically abuses her. We see her struggle 
and try to empower herself.
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HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT BOOK REVIEW

OVERVIEW
Author Sarah Dessen creates a familiar world where the cheerleader meets a 
drug dealer.  After her whole family forgets her birthday, Caitlin tries to rebell- 
did she fall into deep?

Will Caitlin confide in her parents about what’s really going on?

CALL NUMBER: FIC DES
SUBJECT: REALISTIC FICTION


